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Scottish Widows launches Premier pension fund options 

 

Scottish Widows has launched a range of actively-managed portfolios – the Premier Pension 

Portfolios. These build on its existing pension default range and offer an alternative to its 

largely passive approach. 

The Scottish Widows Premier Pension Portfolio Funds are a range of risk-based ‘multi-asset’ 

funds, available to group and individual pension customers.  

The new funds are available as stand-alone investments or components of lifestyling 

options. The Premier Pension Investment Approaches (PPIA) lifestyling options are available 

to employees in group pensions, potentially as their default investment and the Premier 

Governed Investment Strategies (PGIS) provide lifestyling for individual pension customers. 

The Premier range combines the expertise of carefully chosen fund managers and of 

Scottish Widows’ own investment specialists to invest across a range of asset classes and to 

select the component funds. It aims to offer better returns for broadly the same levels of 

investment risk as Scottish Widows’ existing default options.  

By accessing a wider range of asset classes, specialised investment strategies and an 

element of active management, the Premier funds target annual returns 0.75% higher (net of 

fees) than the equivalent default portfolios over rolling three year time periods. That wider 

range includes Smart Beta equity strategies, Absolute Return, Property, Global Credit and a 

Tactical Asset Allocation overlay.  

The Scottish Widows Asset Allocation team assessed suitable strategies and worked closely 

with quantitative modelling specialists Moody’s Analytics to help refine the choice and to 

decide the long term asset mix of each Premier Pension Portfolio Fund. They carried out 

comprehensive testing of the portfolios under different market conditions to challenge and 

stress-test the proposals. 

The new Premier PIA (PPIA) and Premier GIS (PGIS) options have the same structure as 

the existing lifestyling approaches: 



 
 Three risk categories (Cautious, Balanced, Adventurous) and three retirement 

outcomes (Targeting Annuity, Targeting Encashment, Targeting Flexible Access).  

 A glide path design that gradually ‘de-risks’ from 15 years to the customer’s selected 

retirement date.  

 A blend of underlying funds to achieve the selected asset mixes at different stages of 

lifestyling.  

Iain McGowan, Head of Fund Development & Analysis at Scottish Widows, said: “There is 

an ever-growing demand from UK pension investors to increase the value of their pension 

fund pot. Part of this challenge means investing for higher potential returns at a level of risk 

they are comfortable with. We believe our Premier funds are a differentiated option for both 

corporate and individual pension clients who are looking for the potential for increased 

growth.” 

Key Benefits of Premier Pension Portfolio Funds 

 Active management and specialist fund strategies that have the potential to perform 

better than traditional passive investments  

 More options for strategic and medium term asset allocation decisions, using the 

broader range of asset classes available  

 Tactical asset allocation, aiming to take advantage of short-term market opportunities  

 A more diversified blend of investments, which allows greater investment in assets 

with greater potential returns, for a given level of risk  

The Premier funds were soft launched at the beginning of the year. In Q1 2016, Portfolio 2 

returned 4% before charges compared to 2.1% for the equivalent largely passive default 

portfolio. 

Ends 

For further information please contact:    
 
Kevin Brown, Scottish Widows, 07500 910 904 
Kevin.brown2@lloydsbanking.com  
 

 



 
    

Notes to editors:  

 Scottish Widows was founded in 1815 as Scotland’s first mutual life office and is one of 

the most recognised brands in the life, pensions and investment industry in the UK 

 


